Year 8 Spanish Summer 1

This is your personal take-away homework menu. Keep this in a safe place
at home. Over this unit (this half term) you need to complete 2 starters, 2
main dishes and 1 dessert. You must do at least one hot/extra hot each
half term. Work should be completed in Spanish unless otherwise stated.
You will need to complete ONE piece each week and your teacher may give
you a choice between two tasks. Your teacher will give you Vivos for good
quality homework.
Work that is not completed to a high enough standard will be returned and
you will be expected to do it again.

"Extra
hot"

A4 Write a play in Spanish discussing
clothes, colours and opinions using 3
tenses.

B4 Design an advert for a shop in Spanish. Say
what they sell (clothes and colours),
opening/closing times, give prices etc

C4 In pairs or groups of 3 create a fashion
show in Spanish to show to the class. You will
need to talk about the clothes, give colours
and opinions and use a future or past tense
to discuss what was fashionable or will be
fashionable in the future.

"Hot"

A3 Research a topic of your choice
related to Spain/South America (in
English) eg films/cinema, holiday
destinations, famous cities etc. Give
as much detail as you can on your
chosen topic.

B3 Create a game or song in Spanish on the
topic of clothes or shopping.

C3 Make a PowerPoint presentation (at least
5 slides) in Spanish to teach the rest of the
class about clothes/colours with opinions in
Spanish.

"Mild"

A2 Interview one of the MFL
department about their opinions on
clothes/shopping in Spanish.

B2 Create a wordsearch in Spanish about
clothes.

C2 Write a paragraph about a trip that you
are going to go on (real or imaginary) using
the future or near future tense.

"Lemon
and
herb"

A1 Create a poster on clothes in
Spanish.

B1 Create a 30 second - 1 minute recording
about what you wear and your opinion in
Spanish. This can be done with a partner or by
yourself.

C1 Design a poster on school uniform in
Spanish.

Primer plato

Platos principales

Postres

